COMPETITION POOLS

INNOVATIVE, DURABLE POOL USING TIME-SAVING MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
COMPETITION POOLS

FEATURES

Stainless steel modular pool walls and K-braces for faster and more precise on-site squaring of the panels

Uni-Base wall bracing for stable and expanded footprint with multiple anchoring points

High-quality tear-proof liner with watertight integrity

Stainless steel fully welded gutter system

CAD designed and engineered

Accurate depths

Long lasting and low maintenance

Handicap lifts, ramps and access areas are available to meet ADA code requirements

Warranty: 25 yr. framing; 10 yr. liner; 1 yr. plumbing; 1 yr. electrical components

Bradford gives the competition aquatic market a product that satisfies the need for a quality pool that can be quickly installed with precision expertise. We have improved upon well-established designs and employed new techniques developed in over 38 years as the leading manufacturer of stainless steel pools. Bradford delivers a pool that is designed and built using cutting-edge technology coupled with an attractive, low-maintenance, hard-wearing finish. Our competition pool is engineered to meet and exceed local and state codes as well as the rigorous standards of competitive swimming governing bodies such as the NCAA, FINA, and NFSHSA (National Federation of State High Schools Association). Installation time is greatly reduced compared to that of a typical concrete pool.